Directions
Visit us in Nottuln and obtain all the information you require on-site. The factory and the exhibition centre are located directly on the B 525 between Nottuln and Appelhülsen.

If you are travelling to us from the airport Münster/Osnabrück via the A1/A43: take exit no. 4 Nottuln, Billerbeck. Then continue on towards Nottuln and turn left after one kilometre. The Hagemeister chimney that is visible from afar will guide your way.

Opening hours:
Monday-Friday             8 am – 6 pm
Saturday                      9 am – 1 pm
Sunday                      11 am – 5 pm
(Sunday opening hours are for “viewing only”, no consultation and no sales)

Hagemeister GmbH & Co. KG
Klinkerwerk
Buxtrup 3 · 48301 Nottuln
48293 Nottuln, Germany
Phone:  +49 2502 8040
Fax:  +49 2502 7990
E-mail: info@hagemeister.de
www.hagemeister.com
BRICK CREATIONS

The Hagemeister clinker factory defines itself through its passion for clinker products and their uses in architecture. The use of clinker bricks as a construction material has in the past, and continues to shape the look and character of entire regions.

The full colour spectrum is offered by Hagemeister clinker bricks; from the sandy white-yellow of Danish clinker bricks and the almost black-red of British clinker to the light red of Baltic gothic clinker architecture and the dark red-blue iridescent clinkers traditionally seen on Friesian houses.

Aside from these strong visual statements, clinker also meet the key demand of contemporary.
SUSTAINABILITY

This term combines aesthetic, economic, ecological and social factors.

As well as the traditional clinker qualities such as lasting value, durability, zero maintenance and colour fastness, today’s clinkers now also offer contemporary shapes, individual colours, distinct feel, advanced production techniques and an important partnership between builder, architect and manufacturer.

The use of clinker bricks is therefore ideal for those looking for quality of life and security, health and well being, environmental friendliness and ultimately, economy and aesthetics in their building.

CONTINUITY

Hagemeister clinker brick factory has been producing facing and paving bricks for over one hundred years.

The classic circular kiln dating back to the factory’s foundation has long since made way for state-of-the-art computer-operated kiln technology. Through this technology, our capacity and quality has kept to meet modern demand, though our age-old formulas and the expertise of the earlier kiln masters continue to underpin clinker production at Hagemeister and inspire the company’s values.

QUALITY

The Hagemeister clinker brick factory owes its renowned high quality and its special character to the experience gained by generations of kiln masters combined with advanced computer-controlled production techniques.

The careful selection and combination of raw materials, high firing temperatures of up to 1,250° C as well as long-standing expertise underpin the superior quality of our clinker bricks, guaranteeing natural purity, optimal processing and bricklaying characteristics as well as excellent brickwork properties.

The entire process is continually certified in accordance with the DIN EN ISO 9001 quality management system.

Five generations have guided the company to where it stands now as one of the leading clinker brick specialists in Germany and neighbouring European countries.
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY

■ CAPACITY

The production capacity of the Hagemeister kilns is sufficient to build a town with 10,000 single-family houses per year.

State-of-the-art production plants and optimised firing processes enable a volume of approx. 100 million clinkers annually.

Hagemeister’s ability to supply very large quantities of bricks from a single firing makes the company a competent partner in the realisation of large projects both in Germany and on an international scale.

■ INNOVATION

Active market-oriented research and development as well as close cooperation with planners is the basis of Hagemeister’s wide range of attractive solutions.

More than 300 clinker brick colours, formats and textures for facades as well as an extensive range of paving bricks are available for the realisation of attractive paving ideas.

In addition, Hagemeister is happy to meet individual architectural requirements in projects and will develop customised clinker solutions in cooperation with the project partners.

■ LOGISTICS

The central geographic location with ideal infrastructure connections and a tightly knit network of sales associates throughout Germany enable fast and effective supplies and give builders and customers the benefit of dealing with local contacts.

Be it Hamburg, Munich, Aachen or Berlin – within three days, at the latest, the clinker bricks are available at any building site, anywhere in Germany.

Numerous reference projects in Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy, Great Britain, Poland, Lithuania, Russia and even Asia have proven Hagemeister’s comprehensive logistics structure and distribution capabilities on an international scale as well.

■ SERVICE

Close cooperation with architects and clients also at the preliminary planning stage as well as sound advice during the construction stage guarantee a smooth project flow.

A team of qualified and experienced advisors ensures that all customer requirements are identified and met.

Customer satisfaction is key to Hagemeister’s continued success and the company works to earn it every day.

H10 Hotel, Berlin · Kleihues + Kleihues, Berlin

Library, Helmond · BOLLES+WILSON GmbH & Co. KG, Münster
Campus “De Uithof”, Utrecht - KENK Architecten bv, Amsterdam
BRICKS FOR TEXTURE, COLOUR, DURABILITY

Alt Berlin FO | ModF
Apartment building, Ziegelrain · Meinrad Müller, Architektur und Bauleitung AG, Lenzburg

Dallas GT | NF

Boston GT | NF
BRICKS BRING COLOUR TO MY VISIONS

School, Münster · Andreas Heupel Architekten BDA, Münster

Weimar HS | ModF

Weimar HS | NF
BRICKS CAN FIT INTO ANY CONTEXT

Residential and commercial building “Maaghof”, Zurich · Diener & Diener Architekten, Basel
Professional school, Enschede - OPZOOM Architecten, Arnhem
Research building, Braunschweig · Ludes Generalplaner GmbH, Berlin (Photo: Friedemann Steinhausen)
Schleswig GT+FU | NF

Norden GT+FU | NF
FACADE BRICKS

Liverpool GT+FU | DF

“Oberfinanzdirektion”, Münster · Arbeitsgemeinschaft Patriarche & Co. 
und Schusterarchitekten GmbH, Paris / Düsseldorf. (Photo: Espendiller+Gregel)
BRICKS BRING BUILDINGS TO LIFE

Ontario GT | NF
FACADE BRICKS

Schweizerischer Bankenverein, Basel · Vogt Architekten BDA, Grenzach-Wyhlen

Friesland GT | NF

Spreebogen GT | NF

Schweizerischer Bankenverein, Basel · Vogt Architekten BDA, Grenzach-Wyhlen
Commercial building "Westfalen AG", Münster · agn bka GmbH, Münster
Commercial buildings "Holzhafen", Hamburg - ASTOC Architects and Planners, Hamburg

Livorno BA | WRF

Luca FU | DF
Le Frukt, Den Bosch · diekendinnix architecten, Eindhoven
BRICKS – EVERLASTING QUALITY FOR FACADES
Residential buildings “Behringstraße”, Hamburg · czerner gött sch architekten GmbH, Hamburg

(Photo: czerner gött sch architekten · Christoph Gebler)
University, Minden - Lindner Lohse Architekten BDA, Dortmund (Photo: Friedemann Steinhausen)
BRICK TILES

Apartment building “PUUUR BSH”, Amsterdam - Atelier Puuur, Amsterdam
THIN SOLUTIONS IN CLINKER-QUALITY

Manchester GT + FU NF
Mosel GT NF
Lübeck GT + FU DF
Elbe GT NF
Donau GT NF
Lippe GT NF

Havel GT NF
Rhein GT NF
Witten GT + FU NF
Meißen GT + FU NF
Norden GT + FU DF
Weser NF

Spree GT NF
Oder GT NF
Mülheim GT + FU NF
Bergheim FU DF
Liverpool GT + FU DF
Livorno BA NF

Main GT NF
Ruhr GT NF
Normandie NF
Narvik BA + FU NF
Schwerin GT + FU DF
Gent BU + FU ModF
"Carlsberg" district, Copenhagen · 1:1 landskab, Copenhagen

PAVING BRICKS
Atlanta
(200 x 100 x 50 mm)

Atlanta
(208 x 50 x 50 mm)
BRICKS GIVE STRUCTURE

**Manchester**
(240 x 50 x 62 mm)

**Manchester**
(240 x 70 x 70 mm)
Liverpool (208 x 30 x 78 mm)

Liverpool (208 x 78 x 30 mm)
Salamanca CREATAP
(175 x 64 x 75 mm)

Heiden
(208 x 50 x 80 mm)

Neutorplatz, Dinslaken · wbp Landschaftsarchitekten GmbH, Bochum
Restaurant “Pferdestall”, Bad Driburg · Graflicher Park GmbH & Co. KG, Bad Driburg

“Erikus spitze”, Hamburg · WES LandschaftsArchitektur, Hamburg
SOFT REDS,
PLENTY OF CHARACTER,
EASY TO USE

Olympic village, Munich · STRABAG, Munich with Teutsch, Ritz & Rebmann Landschaftsarchitekten, Munich
Toscana
(200 x 100 x 50 mm)

Malaga
(210 x 70 x 70 mm)

Pedestrian zone, Dronthe · Stijlgroep, Rotterdam
BRICKS ARE SIMPLY UNIVERSAL
Odense
(200 x 100 x 50 mm)

Odense
(215 x 103 x 50 mm)
“Byens Bro”, Odense - Gottlieb Paludan Architects, Copenhagen

“Gronnegade”, Odense - MASU Planning, Copenhagen
INDIVIDUAL BRICK SORTINGS FOR UNIQUE PLACES
**Siena**
(200 x 100 x 50 mm)

**Vancouver**
(200 x 100 x 50 mm)

MEGASTORES, The Hague
MOULDED
CLINKER BRICKS
Hagemeister

SPECIAL PAVERS

Schoolyard, Herlufsholm - Breimann&Bruun Landschaftsarchitekten, Hamburg
Kerb paver HF 9501

Crossover 90° external corner HF 9503

Transition piece between crossover kerb HF 9509 and crossover kerb HF 9515

Standard kerb HF 9510

45° starter HF 9530

Crossover 45° internal corner HF 9504

Special crossover kerb HF 9505

Corner high kerb HF 9002 and corner HF 9060

Special shaped pavers for access covers

Kerb paver HF 9501

Spoons drain paver HF 9520

Radial paver HF 9502 combined with kerb paver HF 9501
The Hagemeister clinker factory defines itself through its passion for clinker products and their uses in architecture. The use of clinker bricks as a construction material has in the past, and continues to shape the look and character of entire regions.

The full colour spectrum is offered by Hagemeister clinker bricks; from the sandy white-yellow of Danish clinker bricks and the almost black-red of British clinker to the light red of Baltic gothic clinker architecture and the dark red-blue iridescent clinkers traditionally seen on Friesian houses.

Aside from these strong visual statements, clinker also meet the key demand of contemporary.

TOUCH AND FEEL OUR CLINKER BRICKS

Feel and experience our clinker bricks at our showroom in Nottuln, Germany. Floor-to-ceiling sample walls and large indoor and outdoor paving areas demonstrate the visual and haptic properties of Hagemeister clinkers. Numerous sample applications offer stimulation and ideas for your plans and designs.

Located only 500 m from the A 43 motorway (exit no. 4, Nottuln, Billerbeck) in the direction of Nottuln, the red brick chimney will guide you to this unique clinker exhibition.

The Hagemeister team looks forward to welcoming you.
Directions
Visit us in Nottuln and obtain all the information you require on-site. The factory and the exhibition centre are located directly on the B 525 between Nottuln and Appelhülsen.

If you are travelling to us from the airport Münster/Osnabrück via the A1/A43: take exit no. 4 Nottuln, Billerbeck. Then continue on towards Nottuln and turn left after one kilometre.

The Hagemeister chimney that is visible from afar will guide your way.
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